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Abstract The ageing population and age-related diseases are some of the most
urgent challenges in healthcare. This leads to an increasing demand in innovative
solutions to afford a healthy and safe lifestyle to the elderly. Towards this goal, the
City4Age project, funded by the Horizon 2020 Programme of the European
Commission, focuses on IoT-based personal data capture, supporting smart cities
to empower social/health services. This paper describes the combination of the
smartwatch-based Happimeter with City4Age data capture technology. Through
measuring the mood of the wearer of the smartwatch, a signal is transmitted to the
Philips Hue platform, enabling mood controlled lighting. Philips Hue allows the
wireless remote control of energy-efficient LED light bulbs. Thus, measuring the
mood through the Happimeter, the living environment for elderly people can be
dynamically adapted. In our experiments, by changing colors and brightness of
light bulbs using the Philips Hue platform, their quality of life can be improved. A
validation test will be done in the context of the City4Age project, involving 31
elderly people living in a Southern Italian city.

1 Introduction
The early detection of risks related to a specific health condition can help
clinicians to enact appropriate interventions that can slow down the progression of
the condition, with beneficial effects on both patients’ quality of life and treatment
costs. A disease, which is diagnosed late, in addition to decreasing the chance of
recovery, also increases the cost of treatments borne by the community. In this
work we try to avoid diseases by detection depression and emerging pain early,
tracking the mood of elderly people, and initiate action if the mood drops.
Mood is very important for the health of a person [1, 2]. Light intensity and color
affect and alter the mood [3] and reduce or even avoid depression altogether. In
addition there exists a ripple effect of positive emotional contagion, where group
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members experience improved cooperation, decreased conflict, and increase
perceived task performance [4].
The goal of this paper is to present a work in progress in the context of the
City4Age research project (assisted ambient living for elderly people), and to
describe how the MIT smartwatch-based Happimeter, by controlling the lighting
environment (Philips Lamp Hue), could positively impact the mood of elderly
people.

1 Research context
2.1 The City4Age project
“City4Age - Elderly-friendly city services for active and healthy ageing”, a project
co-funded by the Horizon 2020 Programme of the European Commission,
supports smart cities to empower social/health services for the elderly population.
The City4Age [5] project aims to use digital technologies [6] at home and in the
city to monitor behaviors of elderly people with the goal of improving their
quality of life. The geriatricians involved in the project have defined a model of
risk, which is based on a set of Geriatric Factors (GEFs, like mobility, physical
activity, socialization, etc.), and Geriatric Sub-factors (GESs, like walking,
climbing stairs, attending senior centres, restaurants, etc.). Each GEF and GES is
related to a set of measures, which we call “Low Level Activity” (LEAs, like the
timestamp when a user enters a pharmacy, the timestamp when a user leaves a
pharmacy) extracted directly from the IoT sensors. By using a range of digital
sensors, information concerning movements, locations, and activities will be
recorded from participants and analyzed by a central engine to detect and predict
behavioral patterns. Additionally, as a result of their behavioral pattern analysis,
participants will receive interventions aimed at improving their behaviors. In the
last few years, several projects funded by the European Union have dealt with the
application of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) to capture
personal and/or environmental data in order to derive behavioral patterns useful to
prevent mental or physical diseases, like for example the Monarca project [5] that
deals with bipolar disorder. This approach is also adopted by the City4Age project
that, different from other projects, proposes dynamic intervention technologies to
record and observe behavioral changes.
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Fig. 1. Pebble Smartwatch user interface

2.2 The Happimeter project
The Happimeter is a novel device to instantaneously measure individual happiness
[7]. It uses commercially available smartwatches to build a body sensing system
that can measure individual mood states and interactions between people. It
consists of a Pebble smartwatch, and a smartphone app. The smartwatch is
integrated with each user’s smartphone to access the phone’s location sensing and
data transmission capacity, as well as its processing power. The smartwatches
Fig.2. Happimeter smartphone app user interface
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provide data on the body movement through accelerometer, lighting level and
heart rate. Unlike sociometric badges, which we have used in earlier experiments
[8], the watches are designed to be worn constantly, naturally and non-intrusively,
and their rechargeable batteries have robust charge length. Their displays also
enable easy two-way communication to give status updates to wearers (Fig. 1).
The Pebble Happimeter app is extended with a smartphone Happimeter app for
iPhone and Android, which provides additional information on individual and
group mood state (Fig. 2).
With the “Happimeter” users are able to track how they feel and how happy they
are for extended periods of time. Through machine learning algorithms, they will
get regular reports with insights about their happiness as well as the factors that
influenced the happiness. We use this sensing system to track work group
mood/interactions. To increase accuracy of the prediction model, users can also do
a standardized personality test (Neo-FFI) to learn about their personality
characteristics, and further increase the precision of the Happimeter.

2.3 Philips Hue lighting system
Philips Hue [9] is a wireless home lighting system, based on LED lights, which
enables users to create and control, remotely over WI-FI, the lights using their
mobile smart device. Philips Hue was launched by Philips in 2012 and now is at
the second version. The system is based on three main components: The Lights –
smart bulbs containing 3 types of LED able to produce a wide range of colors and
intensities. Lights Bulbs are connected to a bridge via an open standards protocol
called ZigBee[10]. It’s possible to create a mesh network, between the bulbs,
extending the range and making the system more interactive. The Bridge is a
device used to enable smart bulbs to communicate with controllers as well as other
smart bulbs. A set of APIs is offered by the Bridge. These allow users to control
all settings of the lights. These APIs are accessible only from local networks. The
Portal is a web based control panel, which connects the Bridge to the Internet and
delivers commands from outside.

2.4 Privacy Issues
One of the key aspects of the Internet of Things is its impact on privacy
[11,12]. In a world of smart communication and computation devices, everything
we say, do, and sometimes feel, can be digitized, stored, and tracked. This calls for
systems to be designed to require users to explicitly agree before taking privacydecreasing actions [13]. To protect the privacy of participants [14], we designed
our system to preserve anonymity, we also inform the participants of the data
collected in the platform, and educate them on how the system works.
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3 Adapting the Environment System and Test Bed Description
The goal of our experiment is to demonstrate the combination of the City4Age
technology with the Happimeter by monitoring and adapting the environment of a
small set of elderly people. This will be achieved by tracking elderly
indoor/outdoor activities and mood, with the use of unobtrusive technologies, and
requesting voluntary data input and professional cognitive assessing tools.
The main stakeholders involved in the test bed are elderly people, their formal
caregivers (including care coordinators) affiliated to social services, senior
centers, and city services.
The elderly person is the main actor in this scenario, who needs to maintain good
physical self-sufficiency and an active social engagement. Users have been
identified among those who frequent the social centers offered to seniors by the
City of Lecce and willing to participate in our experiment. The sample is
composed of 31 seniors: 11 males and 20 females, they are 70+ years old and they
are in good physical condition, moving independently and frequently attending the
social centers to facilitate progress monitoring. They have been selected because
of their pre-medical fragility, particularly cognitive-functional, to include a
segment of the population otherwise not addressed by public services. 45% of the
sample is made up of pairs of husband and wife (7 couples) to analyze gender
differences. In order to monitor citizens’ movements, we chose people who reside
in two different city districts.
The goal is to detect user behavior and mood both in indoor and outdoor
environments, and to adapt their environment (mainly indoor) based on the
predicted mood. Elderly users will be provided with a smartphone and a
smartwatch with heart rate device. Moreover, their homes will be equipped with a
complete kit of the Phips Hue Light system and beacon based indoor positioning
infrastructure and some smart plugs to detect the usage of appliances (like TV and
washing machine). In the city environment, beacons and smartphone GPS
receivers will be used to detect elderly people’s outdoor mobility.
Based on the feedback received from the Happimeter, the Philips Hue system will
change the value of colors and brightness of the light. For example, if the mood is
low the light bulbs might emit a soft and relaxing light.
In fig. 3 we show the logical architecture of the system (on the left) and a photo of
the prototype environment (on the right). The smartphone collects the information
from the City4Age platform and other IoT devices (beacons, accelerometers,
gyroscopes), such as a smartwatch with the heart rate module. The information is
sent to the Happimeter platform that answers with the mood prediction. Based on
mood prediction the smartphone dynamically changes the state of light bulbs.
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We will equip the 31 seniors with a hue system in their home, as well as with the
Pebble happimeter. As we do not anticipate that the seniors will be able to train
the individual happimess models, we will employ the generic preconfigured model
to track their happiness. A researcher will visit each senior two times per week to
check in on the system, and assist the elderly person in recharging the device. The
hue system will be programmed to reflect the mood of the wearer, through
adapting the warmth and intensity of the light. The color will change from cold
white to yellowish warm white, based on the mood, while the intensity will
change from dimmed light at low activity to very bright light at high activity.

4 Conclusion and Expected Results
In this paper we presented a research project in progress based on the idea of
integrating two different running projects: (i) City4Age – which utilizes data from
smart cities and ad-hoc sensors for the prevention of mild cognitive impairment
and frailty of aged people, detecting behavior changes and intervening on it – and
(ii) Happimeter – a combined hardward and software technology to predict the
individual mood based on body sensors. As first integrated prototype has been
implemented, demonstrating that exploiting such technologies it is possible to
dynamically adapt the user living environment to his/her mood, making it more
confortable. This way we intend to improve the quality of life of elderly people
with the long-term goal of unobtrusively stimulating behavior changes.
Our next research steps will be focused on defining and implementing more
sophisticated intervention strategies on the user’s living environment, interacting
with it through sensors/actuators. We are also interested in experimenting with our
prototypes and learning from actual users who participate in Lecce’s City4Age
test bed.

Fig. 3. Logical Architecture (left) – A photo of the prototype environment (right)
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